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Letter from the 
Director

Ethan Matt Kavaler, Director
Prof. Ethan Matt Kavaler has been the director of the  
CRRS since 2015, and has previously served as 
Interim and Acting Director of the Centre. He 
is professor of art history, specializing in the 
art and architecture of northern Europe during 
the late medieval and early modern periods. 
He has published extensively on Pieter Bruegel 
and Netherlandish secular imagery, late Gothic 
architecture, and on notions of embodiment, 
performance and ornament. He is now writing a 
book on Netherlandish sculpture of the sixteenth 
century. 

The past year has been memorable for the Centre for Reformation and Renaissance 
Studies. Our graduate and undergraduate fellows have once again contributed much to 
the workings of the Centre and continue to be an integral part of our community. 

It has been a busy year for conferences and symposia, which continue to address the 
interests of an ever-growing contingent of the CRRS community. From April 26–27, 
the CRRS hosted the international conference, Rulers on Display, which dealt with the 
ever more magnificent funerary monuments that the leaders of Europe created in the 
early modern period. This also marked the first collaboration between the CRRS and 
the University of Bonn. Seven of our speakers came from Bonn or its environs, and the 
Consul General of Germany hosted a reception for us here in Toronto. The next event in 
our continuing collaboration with Bonn is set for Spring 2021.

From May 10–11, 2019, the CRRS hosted the Fourteenth Canada Milton Seminar,
organized by Paul Stevens of the English Department. We are happy to be a part of this 
tradition.

On October 4–5, 2019, we hosted our first conference in Spanish literature: Epic New 
Worlds: Alonso de Ercilla’s La araucana, 1569–2019, which was organized by Emiro 
Martínez-Osorio of York University. On November 1–3, we hosted the conference 
Making Stories in the Early Modern World, honouring the work of Elizabeth and Thomas 
Cohen, who have given much to the Centre over the years. This was an enlightening and 
festive occasion, held both at York University and at Victoria College.

Our Erasmus Speaker this October was Francesca Trivellato, from the Institute of 
Advanced Study at Princeton, who lectured on “Jacob Burckhardt and the Economic 
Historians of Renaissance Florence: A Missed Encounter.” This was an especially valuable 
talk as it addressed one of the founding authors of the idea of the Renaissance and his 
relation to economic history in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Our Friday workshops included Tamara Walker’s paper, “‘Their eating was a spectacle’:
Cultures of Food and Consumption in the Southern Pacific.” We are pleased to report 
that Professor Walker has now joined the executive committee of the CRRS. Our second 
Friday workshop was delivered by Erin Campbell, a graduate of the University of Toronto 
and a Kress-RSA fellow for the month at the CRRS. Her talk, “Space, Place, and Devotion 
in the Early Modern Domestic Interior: Ludovico Carracci’s Portraits of Widows,” 
likewise drew a large and enthusiastic audience. We continue to build our collection of 
rare books and were fortunate enough to acquire two publications by Erasmus, the strong 
suit of our holdings. We have likewise improved our collection of emblem books, which 
are so important for the transmission of early modern imagery and the formation of 
intellectual networks.

In our Renaissance Studies Program, we now offer a course on rare books—The 
Renaissance Book—which grants undergraduates access to our wonderful holdings.

Ethan Matt Kavaler
Director
Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies 

Special thanks....
to all all those who contributed to this newsletter with 
their words and keen eyes: Samantha Chang, Natalie 
Zemon Davis, Konrad Eisenbichler, Anegla Glover, 
John Hunt, Matt Kavaler, Jordana Lobo-Pires, 
Elizabeth R. Mattison, Dustin Meyer,  Emiro Martinez 
Osorio, Natalie Oeltjen, Sofiya Romaschenko, Alanna 
Rayner, Rachel Stapleton, Lindsay Sidders, Paul 
Stevens, Taylor Tryburski, and especially the person 
who put it all together, Éric Pecile.



People at the crrs
CRRS Administration

Dr. Natalie Oeltjen, 
Assistant to the Director
Dr. Natalie Oeltjen received her PhD in 
2012 from the Centre for Medieval Studies, 
specializing in the Jews and conversos 
of Spain and the Mediterranean, 1300–
1600. Her dissertation focused on the 
institutional and economic determinants of 
communal identity among the conversos of 

Majorca, 1391–1416. Natalie joined the CRRS in August 2013 after a 
postdoctoral fellowship at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 

Noam Tzvi Lior, Finance and 
Publications Coordinator
Noam has a PhD from the Centre for 
Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies. 
His dissertation, “Mediating for Immediacy: 
Text, Performance, and Dramatugy in 
Multimedia Shakespeare Editions,” explores 
the challenges and opportunities that digital 
editions offer to editing theory, bibliography, 

and drama/theatre theory. He is also a director and dramaturge who 
has worked on a variety of early modern productions, including the 
The Dutch Courtesan, which was performed in conjunction with the 
RSA meeting in March 2019. Noam is the co-developer of Shakespeare 
at Play, a company that creates e-book editions of Shakespeare’s plays 
with embedded video performances. 

Graduate fellows

Joel Faber
Joel returns to the CRRS as its Webmaster. 
He is a PhD Candidate in the Department 
of English. His research focuses on the 
rhetoric and representation of female 
friendship in early modern English 
literature, and unpacks the way that 
Renaissance Englishwomen employ 
creative uses of memory and imagination 
to claim the highest forms of friendship. As 

webmaster, Joel oversees web content on crrs.ca and helps coordinate 
the Centre’s online toolbox.

Samantha Chang
Samantha is a PhD Candidate from the 
Department of Art History at University of Toronto 
and a Junior Fellow at Massey College. Samantha 
holds a Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada 
Graduate Scholarship (CGS) Doctoral Award, a 
Faculty of Arts and Science Top (FAST) Doctoral 
Fellowship, and a Mary H. Beatty Fellowship. A 
professional flutist and conductor, Samantha 

graduated from the Royal Academy of Music in London (England) and 
she is a fellow of the Trinity College London and the London College 
of Music. Samantha’s research explores the conceptual relationships 
between visual arts and music in the early modern period, specifically 
those of artistic identity, temporality, synaesthesia, and performativity. 
Her current research project examines the representation of music 
in the painter’s studio. This year Samantha is coordinting the CRRS 
working group with Angela Glover. 

Dana Lew 
Dana is a Masters student in English  with an 
interest in the Victorian novel, specifically 
the works of George Eliot and Thomas 
Hardy. Dana has familial ties with the 
Centre, as his grandfather, David Hoeniger, 
a former professor at Victoria College, 
was one of its founders. Dana is currently 
contributing to the Centre’s presence on 

Facebook and on other social media platforms.

Beth Mattison
Beth is a PhD candidate in the Department 
of Art History where she focuses  on 
late medieval and early modern art and 
architecture in a cross-cultural context. 
Her current research examines the shifting 
idea of sculpture in the Prince-Bishopric 
of Liège as a result of the Protestant 

Reformation and the migration of sculptors. She is interested in 
questions of intermediality, religious conflict, and the composition of 
history. Beth returns to the CRRS as a Robson Graduate Fellow after 
two years conducting archival and object research in Belgium, based 
at the Royal Institute of Cultural Heritage in Brussels. Beth also serves 
as the student representative on the CRRS Executive Committee.

Jordana Lobo-Pires
Jordana is  a  PhD candidate in the 
Department of English and a Robson 
Graduate Fellow at the CRRS. Her research 
focuses on classical legal argument in 
Shakespeare, Jonson, Spenser, and Milton, 
and examines the way these authors explore 
the political and social assumptions of this 
classical form that they inherited. At the 

CRRS, Jordana runs the Early Modern Interdisciplinary Graduate 
Forum and facilitates dissertation writing groups for doctoral 
candidates with generous support of the Milestones and Pathways 
Program. She also works at the Centre for Graduate Academic 
Communication as a writing consultant and instructor. 



Lindsay C. Sidders
Lindsay is a PhD candidate in the Department 
of History and a Robson Graduate  Fellow 
at CRRS. Her research examines the 
construction and composite parts of early 
criollo (creole, settler) subjectivity in 
New Spain through the theoretical lens 
of transculturation, a methodological 
innovation of the Cuban anthropologist 

Fernando Ortiz. Her work utilizes the early seventeenth-century 
pastoral and ethnographic writings of Alonso de la Mota y Escobar, 
creole Bishop of both Guadalajara (1597–1607) and Tlaxcala-Puebla 
(1609–1625). Lindsay frequently assists with the administration of the 
CRRS library collection. Lindsay also writes poetry.

Rachel F. Stapleton
Rachel  is a doctoral candidate at the Centre 
of Comparative Literature. Her research 
focuses on the intersections between 
autobiography, rhetorical strategies, 
and letter writing. Her dissertation, 
“Autobiographical Strategies of Petition in 
Early Modern English, Irish, and Iberian 
Women’s Letters, 1540–1640,” examines 
how the writing of lived experience 

becomes a powerful rhetorical—and specifically petitionary—strategy 
for women in the period. Rachel is the Mulcaster Graduate Fellow in 
Undergraduate Student Outreach and the conference coordinator for 
the CRRS and sits on its Program Committee. 

Alistair Watkins
Allistair is a PhD student in Art History. 
His area of interest is Northern Renaissance 
Art 1400–1700,  and his specialization 
is 16th-century Netherlandish painting 
and sculpture. He is exploring the ways 
in which 16th-century Netherlandish 
(pictorial) inversion has contributed to the 
rise of pedestrian majesty (i.e. the positive 

re-evaluation of the genre scene) and is particularly interested in the 
work of Pieter Aertsen. Alistair is a Robson Graduate Fellow at the 
Centre and works under the supervision of its director Matt Kavaler.

Undergraduate 
fellows

Adam Rendall
Adam  is a fourth-year student at Victoria 
College, completing a double major in 
History and Renaissance Studies. He hopes 
to pursue post-graduate studies in something 
related to his majors but hasn’t quite decided 
which aspect of the Renaissance he wants 
to commit to. As an executive member of 
the Association of Renaissance Students, 
Adam hopes to share his love and interest of 

the Renaissance with anyone who is open to learning more about it. 
Florence has his heart, alongside the Medici family. He hopes to visit 
Italy sometime in the near future so he can experience his studies in 
person.

Dustin Meyer
Dustin is a PhD candidate in the English 
department and the collaborative Book 
History and Print Culture program. His 
research explores questions of classical 
reception in early modern English drama, 
historical language pedagogy, and the early 
English book trade. Dustin returns to CRRS 
as the Rare Books Graduate Fellow, assisting 
patrons and students working with the 

Centre’s rare book collection. Dustin serves on the CRRS Library 
Comemitee

Éric Pecile
Éric continues to work at the CRRS as 
the Promotions Graduate Fellow. He is 
a fourth-year PhD candidate from the 
U of T History Department exploring 
the relationship between aristocratic 
wealth and charitable institutions in 
sixteenth-century Florence and Bologna. 
Looking at triangular wealth transfers 
from aristocratic backed or managed 

urban food provisioning plans, to charities, and then to the public, 
his dissertation analyzes the cyclical nature of economic inequality 
under early Italian capitalism. Éric’s design background comes from 
his digital history work with the Digitally Encoded Census and 
Information Mapping Archive project (DECIMA) for which he is 
responsible for designing a 3D city of Florence that complies with 
historical axonometric data.

Alanna Rayner 
Alanna is a graduate student completing 
her Masters of Information in Library 
and Information Science in the Faculty 
of Information, as well as the Book 
History and Print Culture Collaborative 
Program. She plans to pursue a 
career in Rare Book and Manuscript 
Librarianship. Alanna is fascinated by 
the history of books, especially their 
production, use, and destruction. Her 

undergraduate research in Medieval History focused on manuscript 
fragments in early print bindings held in the Rare Book Collection at 
St. Francis Xavier University (Antigonish, Nova Scotia).

Taylor Tryburski
Taylor works as the Rare Books and Library 
Assitant and loves all things rare books. 
She also brings you the rare book social 
media posts. She recently completed her 
Master’s in the Faculty of Information and 
the collaborative Book History and Print 
Culture program. Her academic interests 
include rare books and their preservation, 
and the Middle Ages and its representation 

in popular culture. Taylor completed her Honours BA at Wilfrid 
Laurier University with a double major in Classics and Medieval 
Studies. 



Madeleine Sheahan
Madeleine is an fourth-year Trinity 
College student at the University 
of Toronto, completing a specialist 
is Renaissance Studies and a 
minor in Italian Literature. In the 
future, Madeleine plans to pursue 
graduate studies in early modern 
media and sexuality studies, with 

a focus on how classical, medieval, and Renaissance medicine 
have informed the construction of queer performance and 
gender identity. As President of the Association of Renaissance 
Students, and in conjunction with her position as Corbet Fellow, 
Madeleine is currently spearheading a number of engaging 
initiatives for undergraduate students at the University of 
Toronto.

Achievements
The past year has seen a number of CRRS Graduate and 
Undergraduate Fellows move on to new opportunities.

Christine Emery, formerly the CRRS publications assistant, 
has recently finished a contract research position and is seeking 
new opportunities. 

Aidan Flynn worked at the CRRS for a number of years as a 
Corbet Undergraduate Fellow and Office Assistant. Having 
completed his degree in Art History and Renaissance Studies, 
he is now working towards his SMArchS (Master of Science in 
Architecture Studies) in the History, Theory, and Critisism of 
Architecture and Art at MIT.
 
Julia Rombough, a Robson Graduate Fellow, successfully 
defended her dissertation in history, and accepted a position 
as Assistant Professor of Gender History at Cape Breton 
University, where her teaching areas include early modern 
studies, gender studies, and digital humanities. 

Anita Siraki, long-time CRRS Webmaster and digitization 
assistant, completed her Master of Information in Library and 
Information Science with a specialization in Book History and 
Print Culture; she has since moved to Ottawa where she is a 
Cataloguing Librarian for the Library of Parliament. 

Brittany Yuen was the CRRS graduate fellow in graphic design. 
She completed her Master of French degree, and immediately 
moved to Saint-Louis, France, where, in addition to sampling 
brioche, she is teaching students about the English language 
and Canadian culture as a language assistant at a local lycée. 

crrs fellows
Marvin Anderson 
(PhD, University of St. Michael’s College, Toronto School of Theology)
“Exile, Expulsion, and Religious Refugees in the Early Modern Era”

William Barker (PhD, University of Toronto), “A Short Biography of Erasmus”

Meredith Beales (PhD, Washington University in St. Louis)
“British Antiquity on the Shakespearean Stage”

Tom Bishop (PhD, Yale University)
Editions of Pericles, Prince of Tyre (Internet Shakespeare) & As You Like It (Arden 
Shakespeare); Shakespeare and Pre-Socratic Philosophy

Kenneth Borris (PhD, University of Edinburgh)
“Spenser and Literary Platonism in Early Modern Europe”

Erin Campbell (RSA-Kress Fellow, University of Victoria)
“Art and the Stages of Life in the Early Modern Italian Domestic Interior”

Jonathan Hart (PhD, University of Toronto)
 “Shakespeare, the Renaissance and Empire” 

Peter Hughes (D.Min, Meadville/Lombard Theological School)
“De Trinitatis Erroribus and Christianismi Restitutio”

Rosalind Kerr (PhD, Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies, 
University of Toronto)
“The Fake Husband, the first English translation of Flaminio Scala’s Il finto marito 
(1618)”

David Lawrence (PhD, University of Toronto)
“England’s Merchant Soldiers: Civic Militarism and Martial Performance in the 
Early Stuart Period”

Alexandra Logue (PhD, University of Toronto)
“Masculinity, the Senses, and Early Modern London’s Built Environment”

Vanessa McCarthy (PhD, University of Toronto)
“Masculine Honour and Prostitution in Early Modern Bologna”

Joshua McEvilla (PhD, Shakespeare Institute, University of Birmingham)
“Lost Versions: Digital and Traditional Approaches to John Cotgrave’s The 
English Treasury of Wit and Language”

Myron McShane (PhD, New York University)
“Reframing Worlds: Translating Travel Literature and Early Modern Print 
Culture”

Joanna Miles (PhD, University of Poznan)
“The Fortunes of Sin: The Seven Deadly Sins and Affect in Late Medieval and 
Early Modern Protestant England”

Richard Raiswell (PhD, University of Toronto)
“The Devil in Nature in Early Modern Europe”

Dylan Reid (Ph.D., University of Toronto)
 “Perceptions of Cities in Early Modern Europe”

Rolf Strom-Olsen (PhD, Northwestern University)
“Narrative and Ritual Discourses of Power in Late Medieval Burgundy”

Lauren Weindling (PhD, University of Southern California)
“‘Blood is their Argument’: Discourses of Blood, Kinship and Affinity in Early 
Modern Drama”

Deanne Williams (PhD, Stanford University), “Early Modern Girl Culture”

Jacqueline Wylde (PhD, University of Toronto), “Hearing the Metric Psalms: 
Sites of Imagination and Investigation”

Noa Yaari (PhD, York University)
“Image-Text Relationships at the CRRS Library”

Sofiya Romashchenko
Sofiya is an fourth-year Victoria 
College student at the University 
of Toronto, completing a specialist 
in History and a minor in Material 
Culture. Having just curated 
an education program for the 
Minton&Co. porcelain tea-service 
collection at the Gardiner Museum 

for a senior thesis, Sofiya looks to pursue postgraduate studies 
in Museum Cultures and Heritage Management in the UK. As 
Vice-President of the Association of Renaissance Students and 
the U of T History Society, Sofiya is also working with Dr. Ross 
Fox at the Royal Ontario Museum on managing collections. 



Rare book Acquisitions 
BORLUYT, Guillaume. Ghesneden figueren uuyten Ouden Testamente naer tlevene met huerlier 
bedietsele. (Lyon: Jean de Tournes, 1557). Small 8vo; 16 x 12 cm.
[Rare Book BS1235 .B67 1557]
A rare copy of the sole edition of Guillaume Borluyt’s Dutch quatrains accompanying Bernard 
Salomon’s famous woodcut series of Old Testament scenes, totalling 231 woodcuts. The book was 
printed in octavo format, using an italic typeface by Robert Granjon, and has a mid nineteenth-
century half-biding in dark green, moroccon leather with Gustav-marbled sides.

[SAMMELBAND] ESTIENNE, Charles; BAÏF, Lazare de. De re vestiaria libellus, ex Bayfio 
excerptus: addita vulgaris linguae interpretatione, in adulescentulorum gratiam atque utilitatem. 
(Lyon: [Melchior & Gaspar Trechsel for] heirs of Simon Vincent, 1536). 8vo, 62, [10] pp.
BOUND WITH: ESTIENNE, Charles; BAÏF, Lazare de. De Vasculis Libellus, Adulescentulorum 
Causa ex Bayfio decerptus, addita vulgari Latinarum vocum interpretatione. (Lyon: [Melchior & 
Gaspar Trechsel for] heirs of Simon Vincent, 1536). 8vo. 50, [6] pp.
BOUND WITH:ESTIENNE, Charles; BAÏF, Lazare de. De re navali libellus, in adolescentulorum 
bonarum literarum studiosoru[m] favorem, ex Bayfii vigiliis excerptus , in brevem summulam 
facilitatis gratia redactus. Addita ubique, puerorum causa, vulgari vocabulorum significatione. 
(Lyon: [Melchior & Gaspar Trechsel for] heirs of Simon Vincent, 1537)
[Rare Book GT545 .B35 1536]

This sammelband contains first Lyon editions of three children’s books produced by Charles Estienne. 
The series adapts Lazare Baïf ’s treatises on Roman antiquities for a juvenile readership. The three 
books deal with Roman dress, vessels/containers, and ships, respectively. It is bound in eighteenth-
century vellum.

[SAMMELBAND] ERASMUS, Desiderius. Institutio principis christiani, saluberrimis referta 
praeceptis, per Erasmum Roterodam[um], ab eodem recognita. Praecepta Isocratis de regno 
administra[n]do ad Nicoclem regem eodem interprete. (Cologne: Ex officina Eucharij Ceruicorni 
[colophon: Impensis M. Godefridi Hittorpij], May 1529. 8vo, [120] pp.
BOUND WITH: ERASMUS, D. Epistolae familiares propter singularem elegantiam & argumenti 
materiam Scholis & adolescentum studiis captuique accommodatae ex omnibus, quas reliquit, 
literis summo doctissimorum iudicio segregatae. (Basel: B. Westheimer, 1538. [16], 477 (i.e. 479) 
pp.
BOUND WITH: ERASMUS, D. Pars prima (- secunda) breviorum aliquod ... epistolarum quæ 
iam nunc collatione magni operis epistolarum sunt emendatæ. (Cologne: J. Gymnicus, 1536. 
[48] leaves).
[Rare Book Erasmus JC145 .E63 1529] 

This Erasmus sammelband of student texts contains three works: a rare edition of Erasmus’s treatise 
on kingship, a first edition of selected letters intended as a student manual, and another first edition 
epistolic manual for young students. The third book was issued in three parts, the last of which is 
missing from this copy, to make the text more approachable and affordable for the young audience. 
The first title page features a crossed out contemporary owner’s inscription and a contemporary 
Latin inscription on the first page of text. 



[SAMMELBAND] 6 works in 1, c.1505–1519 including:
ANDREIS, Franjo Trankvil. Oratio de laudibus eloquentiae Auctore Tranquillo Parthenio Andronico 
Dalmata: in Gymnasio Lipsensi pronunciata. (Leipzig: Melchior Lotter, 1518.)
PLINIUS, Caecilius Secundus Gaius. Exquisitissime queque C. Plini secundi
Novocome[n]sis Epistole atquae e[ius?]ede[m] castigatissime. Ex nove[m] ei[us] epistolaru[m]
libris nup[er] electe. (Leipzig: Jacob Thanner, 1516.) 
CICERO, Marcus Tullius. M.T. Ciceronis de Officijs, libri Tres, cu[m] Indice Auctoru[m], 
Adagiorumq[uae] suo loco citatorum. (Strasbourg: Matthias Schürer, 1512.) 
MOSELLANUS, Petrus. Paedologia Petri Mosellani Protegensis, in Puerorum Usum
conscripta. (Leipzig, Melchior Lotter, 1518.) 
ERASMUS, Desiderius. Des. Erasmi Roterodami De duplici Copia verborum ac rerum,
Commentarij duo. (Basel: Johann Froben, 1519.) 
BASIL of CAESAREA. Magnus Basili[us] de poetarum oratoru[m] historicoru[m]quae; ac philosophorum 
lege[n]dis libris cu[m] co[m]me[n]tariolo Magistri Joha[n]nis Honorij Cubitensis. (Leipzig: Martin 
Landsberg, ca. 1505.)
[Rare Book PA8450 .A75 O7 1518 Erasmus] 

The contents of this sammelband are reflective of an early modern university or gymnasium curriculum, and 
include very rare titles and editions. It is heavily annotated by multiple hands and contains two ownership 
inscriptions on the front pastedown from the 1540s in Southern Germany or Switzerland. The binding is 
a contemporary blind-tooled half-pigskin over wooden boards with contemporary manuscript fragments 
visible in the binding.

DODOENS, Rembert. Florum, et Coronarium Odorantarumque Nonullarum Herbarum 
Historia. (Antwerp: Christopher Plantin, 1568). Sm 8vo, [308] pp., [11].
[Rare Book QK41 .D63 1568] 

This book is a first edition of Rembert Doden’s botanical survey of plants with notable fragrance 
or beautiful flowers. It features 108 woodcuts by Pierre van der Borcht, including one of the 
earliest renditions of the tulip and first illustration of the sunflower. It is bound in a vellum with 
a morocco label on the spine.

A Rediscovered Gem: Troilo Cabei’s 
manuscript Tempio d’amore

One of the undiscovered gems at the CRRS is a manuscript book by seventeenth-century Italian priest, 
canon, and poet Troilo Cabei the Younger. 

The manuscript is titled “Il Tempio di Amore” (The Temple of Love) and, as its title page indicates, 
contains “various poems selected from the most respected poets.” The collection is dedicated to Signora 
Lucia Piombini. Troilo Cabei signs his name on the title page and adds that the poems were gathered 
between 1618 and 1634. 

The manuscript book consists of over 100 pages, all filled with poems transcribed in a fine italic hand 
typical of the Italian early-seventeenth century. It opens with a dedicatory letter by Cabei to Lucia Piombini. 
Cabei dates the letter 1 January 1634 and signs it “Costante Fedelle” (constantly faithful). The poems that 
follow are a mix of various genres (sonnets, canzoni, etc.) and touch on quite a variety of topics (his lady’s 
lips, his distance from her, etc.). 

 Troilo Cabei is, himself, a fascinating person. He was born in the small town of Cento (halfway between 
Ferrara and Bologna) in 1593, the son of Bernardo Cabei. In 1618, he was elected the first principe (ruler) 
of the Accademia dell’Aurora (Academy of the Dawn), newly founded by his compaesano Giulio Cesare 
Bianchi (Cento, 1590–1661) to fill the void left by the closing of the Accademia della Notte (Academy of 
the Night) shortly after 1600. In his position as principe of the Aurora, Cabei soon ran into opposition from 
Bianchi; he resigned and left town. He spent the next three decades living and travelling in northern Italy 
and residing, for the most part, in Bologna. In 1651, he returned to Cento and founded his own academy, the 
Accademia del Sole (Academy of the Sun) in competition with Bianchi’s still active Academy of the Dawn. 
Cabei seems to have remained in Cento for some years and may, in fact, have died there (we do not know the 
date). Today he is remembered in the name of a short, one-block street, the via Troilo Cabei, in a new suburb 
10 kilometres north of Cento’s historic centre.

Konrad Eisenbichler



special collections update
This past year, CRRS rare book graduate fellows completed a long overdue shelf-read and inventory of our rare book collection. The work 
was started in the fall of 2018 by Elisa Tersigni (Rare Books Graduate Fellow 2016–2018) and Dustin Meyer (current Rare Books Graduate 
Fellow), and the bulk of the work was completed by Dustin and Taylor Tryburski (Rare Books & Digitization Assistant). Similar to conducting 
an inventory, shelf-reading is the process of verifying that the contents of our collection are properly organized and that any books which may 
have been mishelved are returned to their proper place. In addition to organizing our collection, the students also looked for anything that 
could potentially harm the books, such as mold or non acid-free bookmarks, to make sure that we take the necessary steps to preserve the 
collection. Shelf-reading is an important part of maintaining the proper order and physical well-being of our books to guarantee that they are 
both accessible and in stable condition for ourselves and future scholars. The last shelf-read was conducted in 2002.

During the process of completing the shelf-read, we were able to recover many previously incorrectly shelved and miscatalogued items, put 
books back in their proper location, and requested correction of catalogue records, which will improve access for researchers and librarians. We 
are grateful to the Bibliographic ServicesDepartment of the E.J. Pratt library for their generous assistance in these efforts.  

In addition to our reclassification work, we made a few exciting finds. The first was a letter written by former mayor of Toronto,  Emerson 
Coatsworth dating from World War I and addressed to O.D. Smery, that was found inside a collection of commentaries by the Flemish priest, 
Cornelius à Lapide. We also came across what appears to be shorthand notation inside a manuscript sermon and account book (ca. 1688-
1735) as well as a medicinal recipe written on the inside cover of a 17th-century Greek grammar. We also found  (or rediscovered) a previously 
uncatalogued 17th-century Italian manuscript (see Prof. Konrad Eisenbichler’s description on page 8).

Completing the shelf-read gave us the opportunity to document the interesting bibliographic and material features of our rare books such as 
notable bindings, provenance, and illustrations. Tagging such features in our dedicated rare book catalogue (crrs.library.utoronto.ca) allows us 
to better assist researchers who are looking for something other than the content of the book, or students looking for research project ideas. 

Taylor Tryburski & Dustin Meyer

Erasmus, Desiderius. Opus de conscribendis epistolis, ex postrema autoris recognitione emendatius 
editum. (Coloniae: Ioannes Gymnicus [Johann Gymnich] 1532).
Donated by:  Gordon Fulton, Fall 2019. 

Opus de conscribendis epistolis (On the Writing of Letters) is one of Erasmus’ earliest pedagogical works. The 
essay, which is an elaborate treatment of best practices for epistolary writing, encourages readers to adapt 
their style to fit the subject as well as the audience, and stresses the importance of clarity and naturalness in 
the art of letter-writing. The first authorized printing appeared in 1522, but Erasmus would go on to revise the 
work several times over the next decade. Erasmus’ revisions help illuminate the growing importance of letter-
writing, which as Cecil Clough notes, “was replacing the oration as the prime means by which scholars, and 
particularly those devoted to the cult of Antiquity, disseminated their ideas and made their case in scholarly 
controversy.” This recently donated 1532 Cologne printing of De Conscribendis is now one of the earliest (of 
multiple) copies of the essay at the CRRS, and complements the collection nicely as the second from the press 
of Ioannes Gymnicus. The other Gymnicus copy was issued in 1537, after Erasmus revised the work in 1534. 

Dustin Meyer

Rare Book Donation

Recipe inside cover of 
Graecae linguae fundamenta 

PA442. M37 1630

Short-hand notational system inside a 
manuscript of sermons and accounts

BV4241. S53 1688

Letter found in 
Commentarivs in quatvor evangelia

BS255. L36 1639



CRRS PuBlications: New Releases

The Art and Language of Power in Renaissance Florence: Essays for Alison Brown, ed. Amy R. 
Bloch, Carolyn James, and Camilla Russell  CAD $49.95. 
This volume celebrates the scholarship of Alison Brown, emeritus professor in the Department of History 
at Royal Holloway, University of London. A pre-eminent historian of the Renaissance, Professor Brown’s 
research has brought new perspectives not only to politics and the nature of the Florentine state, but 
also to the period’s intellectual and religious history and the great ferment of political thought from the 
humanists to Savonarola, Machiavelli, and Guicciardini. Her vibrant and original inquiries, grounded 
both in Florence’s archival treasures and in the rich intellectual and artistic traditions of Renaissance 
Italy, deftly interweave politics, culture, and ideas to yield novel and eye-opening interpretations.

The essays in this book by Professor Brown’s friends and colleagues find inspiration in the themes 
she has explored and in her dedication to the highest aims and most exacting standards of historical 
research. The contributions focus on a wide variety of topics, including politics and political thought, 
family life, art, philosophy, law, and humanism. In providing a portrait of Renaissance studies today as 
a dynamic field influenced in myriad ways by Professor Brown’s insights and methods, the volume is a 
tribute to the far-reaching influence of her scholarship.  

Paradigms of Renaissance Grotesques, ed. Damiano Acciarino CAD $49.95. 
This collection offers a set of new readings on the history, meanings, and cultural innovations of the 
grotesque as defined by various current, cultural critical theories and practices. Since the grotesque 
frequently manifests itself as striking incongruities, ingenious hybrids, and creative deformities of nature 
and culture, it is profoundly implicated in early modern debates on the theological, philosophical, and 
ethical role of images. This consideration serves as the central focus from which the articles in the 
collection then move outward along different lines of conceptualization, chronology, cultural relevance, 
place, and site.

These articles cover a wide spectrum of artistic media, from prints to drawings, from sculptures to 
gardens, from paintings to stuccos. They engage with, and bring together, theoretical perspectives from 
writers as diverse as Plato, Paleotti, Vitruvius, Vasari, Molanus and Montaigne. Whether travelling a 
short distance from Nero’s Domus Aurea to Raphael’s Vatican logge, or across the ocean from Italy to 
New Spain, this volume goes further than any previous study in defining the historic understanding of 
the grotesque, and, in so doing, provides us with a more nuanced resource for our understanding of an 
art form once viewed as peripheral. $49.95.

Sforza Pallavicino, Martyr Hermenegild CAD $21.95.
Sforza Pallavicino’s play Martyr Hermenegild (1644) is a masterpiece of seventeenth-century Jesuit 
hagiographical drama. It brings to the stage the last day in the life of Saint Hermenegild (d. 585), 
a Visigoth prince who rejected Arianism and converted to Catholicism, much to the displeasure 
of his father, King Levigild, who condemned him to death for such apostasy. Resolute in his new 
faith to the very end, Hermenegild dies a martyr’s death and ascends in glory to heaven. The play, 
complete with a cross-dressed character used to circumvent the Jesuit order’s ban on women actors 
on stage, is a brilliant example of the so-called Aristotelian unities and Jesuit pedagogical goals. While 
Stefano Muneroni’s learned introduction offers readers an insightful overview of Sforza Pallavicino’s 
life, Pallavicino’s own postscript to the play elucidates the author’s views on theatre, its rules, and its 
functions as a pedagogical tool.

This first ever English translation of Pallavicino’s play and postscript fills a gap in existing scholarship 
on Jesuit theatre by providing readers with an important primary source that will help to contextualize 
research and illustrate the profound pedagogical and artistic contributions of the Society of Jesus to 
theatre in early modern Europe. 



The 2019 Annual Symposium, on Early Modern Songscapes, 
welcomed nearly 70 participants to the CRRS on 8–9 February. The 
conference featured plenary lectures by Patricia Fumerton (University 
of California, Santa Barbara), Whitney Trettien (University of 
Pennsylvania), and Amanda Eubanks Winkler (University of 
Syracuse); a public recital of songs from Henry Lawes’s 1653 Ayres 
and Dialogues performed by mezzo-soprano Rebecca Claborn, tenor 
Lawrence Wiliford, and lutenist Lucas Harris, an introductory digital 
humanities workshop on TEI/MEI, and the launch of the beta version 
of the Early Modern Songscapes platform (www.songscapes.org). The 
rich array of papers (several of which got the audience singing!) and 
related performances prompted generative conversations about the 
artistic-scholarly interface that working on song necessitates, as well as 
laid important foundations for further collaborative work in the field. 
An archive of conference materials, including the full program and 
video links to the plenary lectures and the public recital, can be found 
on the Early Modern Songscapes site. 

Making Stories
On 1–3 November, the CRRS hosted the conference, "Making Stories in the Early Modern 
World,"  held at York University for the first day before moving to CRRS home turf, Victoria 
University in the University of Toronto. The conference celebrated the scholarship of Elizabeth 
and Thomas Cohen, historians of Renaissance Italy at York University, and was organized 
by former students and colleagues, John Christopoulos (UBC), John Hunt ( Utah Valley 
University), and Margaret Schotte (York U). Over sixty scholars of all ranks—graduate students 
to eminent scholars—from Canada, the United States, and Europe, reflected on the Cohens’ 
impact on early modern history.  Plenaries included Laurie Nussdorfer (Wesleyan), Edward 
Muir (Northwestern), Leslie Pierce (NYU), Natalie Rothman (UofT), and Natalie Zemon Davis 
(UofT).  

Current and former students, long-time colleagues, and friends took the opportunity to share 
personal stories about the Cohens in a dedicated session,  attesting to the impact Libby and 
Tom have had on so many people. Natalie Zemon Davis reminisced about first meeting them 
fifty years ago: when they first moved to Toronto in 1969, Libby was a student in her graduate 
seminar on family life and youth in early modern France.  The Cohens’ gifts as penetrating 
historians and great story-tellers were already much in evidence.  Davis further rejoiced in their 
commitment to each other  as a scholarly couple, pursuing both family and an academic life, 
pioneering for the next generation.    

This event offered us the opportunity to discuss, across fields and historiographical divisions, the 
importance of stories to our understanding of the early modern world. Presenters explored how 
people from diverse backgrounds and parts of the globe, used narratives across diverse media 
to construct, negotiate, and challenge identity, community, moral codes, and space. Presenters 
analyzed the immediate and long-term effects of stories told, reproduced, and fortified over 
the centuries, as well as the epistemological and ethical dimensions of attempting to retell 
past peoples’ histories to contemporary audiences. Inspired by the Cohens’ close and critical 
readings of early modern primary sources, presenters scrutinized archives, texts, and objects as 
sites of power, opportunity and violence, which shape the stories they preserve and the stories 
we can tell from them. The conference was a great success and a fitting celebration of the careers 
of two of the most distinguished, imaginative, and collegial scholars of the Renaissance.

This conference, co-organized by Ethan Matt Kavaler (U of T) and Birgit 
Ulrike Münch (U Bonn), examined the ostentatious and lavish tombs 
that the nobility across Europe constructed in the early modern period. 
Bringing together scholars of history, the arts, and literature from across 
Europe and North America, this conference considered the ways in 
which these funerary monuments formulated their patrons’ identities, 
preserved their memory, and promoted their power in life and in death. 
Papers gave critical attention to the effects of religious conflict and 
division on the creation of these monuments, as well as to the exchange 
of styles, artists, and materials across borders. The diverse array of 
topics included discussion of the theatricality of sculpture in Münster, 
the expression in tombs of the Polish-Lithuanian nobility’s political 
ambitions, and the connection between dress in portraiture and tombs 
in early modern England. This conference marked the beginning of the 
Centre’s partnership with the University of Bonn, which will continue 
with a second conference hosted in Bonn in 2021. 

2019 conferences
EPIC NEW WORLDS

October 4-5, 2019 Victoria College. 
“Epic New Worlds: Alonso de Ercilla’s La 
Auracana 1569–2019” was convened on 
the 450th anniversary of the publication 
of La Auracana, the most influential epic 
poem produced in Spain in the sixteenth 
century. Thirteen scholars from France, 
England, Peru, the United States and 
Canada reflected on the role of epic poetry 
as a privileged space to depict and “make 
sense” of the encounter between Europe 
and the New World. The presenters 
offered a comprehensive reassessment of 
La Auraucana by engaging in knowledge 
exchange about it through the theoretical 
lenses of gender studies, critical race 
theory, materiality, the historiography 
of colonial Spanish America and the 
renewed interest in Humanism in Spain. 
The symposium began with a visit to 
the collection of Iberian epics at the 
Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library and 
concluded with a keynote presentation 
titled: “Eastward Bound from Lepanto: 
Race and the Ethics of Empire Building” 
by Professor Elizabeth R. Wright. The 
symposium was co-organized by Emiro 
Martínez-Osorio (York University) and 
Luis Fernando Restrepo (University of 
Arkansas). 

Alonso de Ercilla’s La Auracana, 1569–2019



2019-2020 series and seminars
CRRS Working Group
 This year’s CRRS Working Group “One or Many? On the 
Unity and Diversity of Music, Art, and Poetry in the Early Modern 
Period” invites colleagues to the conversation about the demarcation, 
correspondence, and confluence of the arts. Our membership 
includes scholars from Art History, Comparative Literature, Drama, 
East Asian Studies, English, History, and Italian Studies. We meet one 
Friday morning a month to present related research and to discuss 
primary and secondary sources. Our conversations this semester 
have centered on the interactions between sculpture, painting, music, 
and poetry in the Western sphere, and dialogues between calligraphy, 
poetry, music, and painting in the Eastern realm. Meetings take place 
in Pratt 304 at the CRRS. The next meeting is on December 6, 2019, 
and meetings in 2020 will take place on January 17 and February 
7, culminating in an event scheduled for March 6. Contact Angela 
Glover (a.glover@mail.utoronto.ca) or Samantha Chang (samantha.
chang@mail.utoronto.ca) for more details. 

Canada Milton Seminar (24–25 April 2020)
The Canada Milton Seminar offers an annual forum for scholars 

working on early modern literature and culture in general not just 
Milton. Specifically, it offers them the opportunity to present their 
research in a collegial setting and to receive constructive feedback 
from other specialists in their field. The seminar is sponsored by the 
Canada Research Chairs Program, CRRS, and Department of English 
at the University of Toronto. 

Now entering its 15th year, the seminar regularly attracts a large 
international audience. This year’s seminar will highlight the recent 
identification of Milton’s annotations in a Shakespeare first folio at the 
Free Library of Philadelphia. Leading the discussion of the much vexed 
relationship between Shakespeare and Milton will be David Scott 
Kastan of Yale. Other plenary speakers include Stephen Dobranski 
(Georgia State University), David Loewenstein (Penn State University) 
and Jessica Wolfe (UNC Chapel Hill). There will also be shorter papers 
by Jason Peters (Booth University College), Yulia Ryzhik (University 
of Toronto Scarborough), Shaun Ross (Victoria College, University of 
Toronto ), and Andrea Walkden (Queens College, CUNY). Please see 
the event calendar at the back of the newsletter for more information. 

Early Modern Interdisciplinary Graduate Forum (EMIGF)
 EMIGF is a platform for PhD candidates, post-docs, 
fellows, and recent graduates to deliver papers in an informal setting. 
Our mandate is to provide junior and emerging scholars with 
the opportunity to present work in progress, receive constructive 
feedback, and facilitate dialogue on current topics in early modern 
research across the disciplines. This winter and spring we look 
forward to hearing from a junior scholar and a graduate  exchange 
student both from France, as well as two new CRRS fellows, one 
recently moved here from the US and one recent graduate of the 
English department, in addition to PhD candidates from York U and 
U of T.
Friday Workshops
 The Friday Workshop series consists of talks by local faculty 
or visiting international scholars presenting research in progress, 
followed by a lengthy interdisciplinary and critical discussion. This 
winter/spring we welcome Prof. Urvashi Chakravarty, a new faculty 
member at UTSC English, as well as Dr. Ernesto Virgulti from Brock 
University’s Centre for Medieval & Renaissance Studies.

CRRS Dissertation Writing Group
 The CRRS’s dissertation writing groups meet Tuesdays from 
9:30AM–12:30 PM and 1:30–4:30 PM throughout the 2019–2020 
academic year in Pratt 304. Each session begins with private goal 
setting in a journal and the schedule alternates between long periods 
of silent writing and brief breaks. Our groups consist of ABD graduate 
students from History, Art History, and Medieval Studies, and group 
members’ research represent a breadth of geographic locations within 
the CRRS’s temporal frame of 1350–1700. Our members examine a 
range of topics centred in medieval Spain, early modern Italy, colonial 
Quebec City, the early modern Netherlands, and the Viceroyalty of 
New Spain, showcasing the CRRS’s increasingly inclusive purview. 
In the fall and winter semesters, Dr. Rachel Cayley of the Graduate 
Center for Academic Communication will lead two seminars on 
dissertation writing and revision. This workshop is generously funded 
by the Milestones and Pathways program at U of T. The writing groups 
are led by Spirit-Rose Waite and Lindsay C. Sidders.

Anne Boleyn Songbook Podcast
The Musicians In Ordinary, known to many in the CRRS 

community for their performances of solo song and chamber music 
from the Renaissance and Baroque periods, have produced a podcast! 
The first series of episodes (now available) features conversation and 
music first brought together in “Anne Boleyn’s Music Book and its 
Court Contexts,” a 2015 colloquium organized by Professor Deanne 
Williams (York) and hosted by the CRRS.

The common focus of the colloquium and recent podcast is a 
manuscript of motets and chansons (Royal College of Music MS 1070) 
that appears to have belonged to Anne Boleyn, and must have come 
into her hands during her training as a courtier in France. Production 
of the podcast is supported by SSHRC, the Spem in Alium Fund of 
The Toronto Foundation, and York University.

For those who were unable to attend the original colloquium but 
share an interest in this beautiful manuscript, a documentary has been 
made available featuring interviews with colloquium participants, 
illustrations from the Anne Boleyn Songbook and other images 
of period music and musicians, and excerpts from the Musicians 
In Ordinary concert which concluded the day, and is available on  
YouTube. For links to the podcast and video, visit crrs.ca/
musicianspodcast, where you can hear an interview with CRRS 
Director Prof. Ethan Matt Kavaler.

Upcoming Spring 2020

Objects of Devotion. Religion and its Instruments in Early Modern 
Europe (17–18 April 2020)
 Organized by Ethan Matt Kavaler (Victoria College in 
the University of Toronto) and Anne-Laure Van Bruaene (Ghent 
University). This conference brings together about 20 scholars from 
Canada, the US, Germany, the Netherlands, and Belgium to examine 
how religious ideas and practices were realized through interaction 
with objects. How did the presence of sculptures, paintings, books, 
and church furniture—their visibility, tactility, and materiality—help 
form attitudes toward devotion, sacred history, and salvation? How 
did clerics and laypeople think with things? 
Historians of the late medieval and early 
modern period have created an antithesis 
between spiritual (inward) and physical 
(outward) devotion, branding the latter as 
superficial, ritualistic, and mechanistic. Yet, 
does it make sense to distinguish between late 
medieval and early modern religious culture, 
given that the definitions and boundaries of 
these periods are notoriously problematic and 
considerably overlap? 



Monday, March 2
Distinguished Visiting Scholar 
Michael Questier (Vanderbilt)
Lecture 1: “The World according 
to Sir William Monson: Monarchy, 
Absolutism and the English 
Reformation”
Alumni Hall, Victoria College
4:00–6:00 PM

Tuesday, March 3
DVS Faculty and Graduate Seminar
“Reading Witchcraft Pamphlets: the 
Strange Case of the Boy of Bilson”
Goldring Student Centre Room 206
4:00–6:00 PM

Wednesday, March 4
Distinguished Visiting Scholar 
Lecture 2: “Martyrology and 
Historiography: Charting the Course of 
the Counter-Reformation in Sixteenth-
and Seventeenth-Century England”
Alumni Hall, Victoria College
4:00–6:00 PM

Friday, March 6
Working Group Colloquium
“One or Many? On the Unity and 
Diversity of Music, Art, and Poetry in 
the Early Modern World”
Goldring Student Centre Room 206
9:00 AM–5:00 PM

Thursday, March 12
Early Modern Interdisciplinary 
Graduate Forum 
Dr. Lauren Weindling (Comparative 
Literature, USC; CRRS Fellow)
TBA 
Victoria University Common Room  
4:00–5:30 PM

Wednesday, March 20
Association of Renaissance Students 
Undergraduate Conference
“The Comedy of Death: Living and 
Dying in the Renaissance””
Goldring Student Centre Room 206
9:00 AM–5:00 PM

Thursday, January 16
Early Modern Interdisciplinary 
Graduate Forum 
Rebecca Legrand (French, U of T)
Angela Zhang (History, York)
Victoria University Common Room  
4:00–5:30 PM

Friday, January 31 
Friday Workshop
Ernesto Virgulti (Centre for Medieval 
and Renaissance Studies, Brock U)
“From Text to Bronze:
Rodin’s Visualization of Dante’s 
Inferno”
Victoria University Common Room 
3:30–5:00 PM

Friday, February 11
Early Modern Interdisciplinary 
Graduate Forum 
Hana Suckstorff (History, U of T)
Shaun Midanik (Art History, U of T)
Victoria University Common Room 
4:00–5:30 PM

Friday, February 28
Friday Workshop
Urvashi Chakravarty (English, U of T)
“Dark Futures: Race, Slavery and 
Succession in the Early Modern British 
Atlantic World” 
Victoria University Common Room  
3:30–5:00 PM

Calendar of Events 
Winter–Spring 2020

Tuesday, April 7
Early Modern Interdisciplinary 
Graduate Forum 
Dr. Jacqueline Wylde (English, U of T; 
CRRS Fellow)
Dr. Marie-Clarté Lagrée (History, 
Sorbonne)
Victoria University Common Room  
4:00–5:30 PM

CRRS Year End Party 
Victoria University Common Room  
5:30–7:30 PM

Friday, April 17 to Saturday, April 18
CRRS Conference: Objects of 
Devotion—Religion and its 
Instrument in Early Modern Europe
Organized by Ethan Matt Kavaler and 
Anne-Laure Van Bruaene
Emmanuel College 302 and 3rd Floor 
Lounge

Thursday, April 24 to Friday, April 25
Canada Milton Seminar XV
David Scott Kastan (Yale University)
“Milton’s Shakespeare”
Stephen Dobranski 
(Georgia State University)
“Milton and the Poetry of Disaster”
David Loewenstein 
(Penn State University)
“Tyrannical Powers: Conceptualizing 
Tyranny in Milton and Winstanley”
Jessica Wolfe (UNC Chapel Hill)
“Milton, Chapman, and Homeric Rites”
Alumni Hall and Victoria College Foyer
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